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Joseph A. Sviatko MDInsurance <joseph.sviatko@maryland.gov>

Fwd: MIA LTCI Hearing 10/27/16 Testimony
1 message
Adam Zimmerman MDInsurance <adam.zimmerman@maryland.gov>
To: "Joseph A. Sviatko MDInsurance" <joseph.sviatko@maryland.gov>

Fri, Oct 21, 2016 at 7:08 AM

Hi Joe:
Can you please include this email below in our comments received for the hearing?
Thanks
Adam
 Forwarded message 
From: Sally Leimbach <Sally.Leimbach@tribridgepartners.com>
Date: Thu, Oct 20, 2016 at 5:20 PM
Subject: MIA LTCI Hearing 10/27/16 Testimony
To: "Adam Zimmerman MDInsurance (adam.zimmerman@maryland.gov)" <adam.zimmerman@maryland.gov>
Cc: "Ed Hutman (ed@baygroupinsurance.com)" <ed@baygroupinsurance.com>, "Melissa Barnickel
(melissa@baygroupinsurance.com)" <melissa@baygroupinsurance.com>

MIA should be complimented on holding this Hearing in a fashion to begin to allow transparency
to Maryland Residents owning long term care insurance policies who have already been presented
with rate increases and those that may experience this in the future. Following are things that the
insurance companies need to make clear to MIA and MD policy holders:

Why are the increases needed?

What is the overall intent of each insurance company concerning rate increase fillings? Is this a
onetime request for the foreseeable future (perhaps five years) or will the request be repeated each
year until a certain total increase is reached?

Are the insurance companies hampered in providing the most advantageous consumer
alternatives due to the 15% cap maximum rate increase allowed by Maryland in any one year?

What are the insurance companies providing to MIA as specific data to back up claims of need for
rate increases?

Are policies sold since adoption by Maryland of NAIC rate stabilization model foreseen to be
subject to future rate increases at this time?
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When providing alternatives to mitigate rate increases to individual consumers, are the following
vital questions presented to the insureds, perhaps in the letters sent to the insureds advising them
of the upcoming rate increase action, before they choose to reduce their coverage:
What is your current age?
What is your current health?
Are you aware if on claim your premiums will cease? (true for
most policies).
What is cost of care where most likely to receive it?
What resources are to be used if there is a difference between cost of care and benefits from your
policy?
If a female, has it been considered that females are more likely to
need care then men?
Do you realize that even with the rate increase, your policy still is providing significant leverage
on your premium dollars paid to pay long term care costs? (there can be simple formulas to show
this so the insureds can judge for themselves).

Questions also important asked by fellow Maryland LTCI Roundtable member Ed Hutman are:

What impact are the rate increases having specify, by actual numbers, on insureds fully lapsing,
partially lapsing, or using the Contingent Non forfeiture option?

Why can there not be a way to reduce or eliminate rate increases after a policyholder reaches a
certain age?

MIA can assist Maryland LTC insureds facing rate increases by having MIA personnel better able
to offer generic education of what to consider when evaluating a rate increase. Perhaps all the
insurance companies could work together to create and adopt a generic piece to go with their
notifications. If they will not, MIA could for those insureds seeking assistance from MIA. Perhaps
this could serve as a model to ask NAIC to make available to consumers in other states.

Thank you for this opportunity. As a Maryland resident since birth, a long term care policy holder
since 1992, an insurance broker specializing only in LTCI since 1992, and a member of the
Maryland LTCI Roundtable, NAIFAMD and MAHU, I, as many, am most anxious to have better
understanding about the need for current and potential future long term care insurance rate
increases.
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Sally H. Leimbach

Sally Leimbach CLU®, ChFC®, CEBS, LTCP, CLTC
Senior Long Term Care Insurance Consultant
One East Pratt Street, Suite 902
Baltimore, MD 21202
4106593702 Direct Dial
sally.leimbach@tribridgepartners.com
www.tribridgepartners.com
Baltimore  Bethesda  Frederick – Hagerstown  Washington DC

This email transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, and/or confidential and is intended for the
personal and confidential use of the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any use, copying retention or disclosure by any
person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient's designees is strictly prohibited. If you receive this
message in error, please notify the sender immediately by return email or telephone and destroy all copies.


Adam Zimmerman
Maryland Insurance Administration
Office of the Chief Actuary
200 St. Paul Place, Suite 2700
Baltimore, MD 21202
T: 4104682048
adam.zimmerman@maryland.gov

The information contained in this email, and attachment(s) thereto, is intended for use by the named
addressee only, and may be confidential or legally privileged. If you have received this email in error, please
notify the sender immediately by reply email or by telephone at the number listed above and permanently
delete this email message and any accompanying attachment(s). Please also be advised that any
dissemination, retention, distribution, copying or unauthorized review of this communication is strictly
prohibited.
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Testimony from Marshall Fritz Before the MIA Hearing
on Long-term Care Insurance Increases; Oct. 27, 2016
This testimony falls on the heels of the testimony provided in April 2016 at the Catonsville
hearing before the same MIA Commission.
The Commissioner’s Oct. 5, 2016 invitation provides absolutely no sense that any investigation
into the most recent rate increases approved, or any earlier increases previously approved, has
transpired. This is almost 6 months after the hearing. Consumers like myself cannot feel as if
our Maryland Government is fulfilling its obligations for appropriate review of applications for
increases for many reasons that were raised. Yes, the Commissioner notes that a democratic
process for hearing reasons and concerns over the increases is being conducted. But, this does
not get to the heart of the matter. If there has been no investigation into the cogency and
sufficiency of the Insurance Industry figures by now, there will not be one by the time the rates
MUST be announced for many policies such as my Genworth which renews at the end of
January, 2017.
This is very disappointing. There were very significant questions raised as to whether the entire
model underpinning the premiums was fair and valid. There were no answers provided as to
why the companies could not ensure that at least 60% of all premiums are being returned in
aggregate to covered customers, whether current policy claims overall or in my baby boomer
cohort were so high as to outweigh all new premium payments, nor whether the assumptions on
the expected rate of policy holders dropping their policies each year were so faulty as to be the
liability of the company rather than the consumers who honestly subscribed expecting stability in
premium pricing. We were given no information as to how the companies are treating funds, and
investment profits thereof, for policies that are not being renewed – especially due to premium
increases. Are they pure profit and disappear from the line balances or are they treated as funds
against which future claims can be paid for those former policy holders and other current policy
holders. There is no information provided on how much the insurance company truly claims it
needs to balance its outlays long term OTHER THAN an annual 15% increase for this year.
Thus, consumers are no better assured of any relief EVER in the long-term horizon than they had
last year and the year before when all increases where simply rubberstamped by the Commission
without apparent exception.
I am also concerned that the location of this hearing in Perry Hall is a bald attempt for
discouraging the majority of Maryland interested consumers in long-term care policy issues to
attend. Perry Hall is on the outside of all Maryland population centers, with the vast majority of
its population being south of its location and only a small fraction being north, east, or west of its
location. Catonsville in April was at least in between Baltimore and DC suburbs where the vast
majority of State population resides. It is as if the MIA is trying to discourage attendance from
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most impacted consumers. Yes, there is a phone audio link set up, but that does not allow
testimony to be given over the phone by those who cannot drive this distance and attend.
I wrote to Mr. Zimmerman with some questions after receiving the invitation. The invitation
was vague as to anything that had transpired within the State and the Insurance Commission in
the interim months since the last hearing. His response was hardly assuring that the MIA will or
can do anything other than rubberstamp the proposed increases, especially in the short term.
There is no evidence of any additional data provided or analyzed in-house that would go to the
heart of the validity of these increases based on the company actuarial models and assumptions,
together with actual premiums received and policy claims to date.
Nevertheless, in pertinent part, Mr. Zimmerman did indicate the following to me on October 7 in
response to my inquiries upon receipt of the current hearing invitation:
“Additionally, the Maryland Insurance Administration (MIA) is engaged in national
discussion on the challenges in the long-term care insurance marketplace. The MIA sits
on the NAIC Long-Term Care Innovation Subgroup as an interested party. Furthermore,
Maryland is one of the first states planning to propose additional long-term care
regulations that will impact consumer options in the event of a long-term care premium
increase. These proposed regulations will update current regulations to conform with the
2014 changes to the NAIC "Long-Term Care Model Regulation", and will provide
greater value to many consumers who decide to lapse their policy following a rate
increase.”
While this review by the MIA indicates there is some activity that could lead to more restricted
premium increases in the future, it is quite clear that there is no new regulation in Maryland that
would even conform to the 2014 NAIC “Long-Term Care Model Regulation.” This is tragic
because even the current premium increase reviews will not conform to the established industry
norms for valid increase justifications. Nevertheless, this notification should have been part of
the invitation or link to current activities on behalf of consumers. The reader of the invitation
could not see any activities that would limit or roll back premium increases to less than the
endless series of 15% increases we have been experiencing.
The MIA needs to state unequivocably whether implementation of these regulations will result in
review of ALL increases, not just upcoming increases, especially since 2014 and possibly lead to
rollbacks where the company has not justified its increases pursuant to the regulation.
If regulation has been proposed for the MIA, whether internally-generated or through the State
Legislature, such progress should have been clarified to the parties before this hearing.
I look forward to seeing actual regulations implemented that would provide validation under the
industry standard and consumer protection protocols for the endless series of 15% premium
increases I and other have been experiencing. These MIA activities and legislature activities
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need to be shared in a timely basis with the interested party consumers that MIA has been
contacted by within Maryland. It should not wait for inquiries to senior staff after receiving an
invitation for a hearing without a report on its recent activities on behalf of consumers.

My April 2106 Testimony follows below as the contents are still very much appropriate after the
last increase and upon the posting of new, requested premium increases by the companies.
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Testimony of Marshall Fritz, Wheaton, Maryland April 28, 2016
On Consumer Issues with the Spate of Long Term Care Premium Increases
I am a retired resident of Maryland who originally purchased a Long Term Care Policy in
Maryland in 2003 with GE Capital, now Genworth. I have a Bachelor’s Degree from MIT with
a major in Mathematics. I will provide some quantitative figures to support my contentions, but
the real figures are kept hidden by both the insurance companies and the State. I base my
testimony on publicly-available information.
I purchased my policy at a time when the Federal Government, my employer, was encouraging
employees to buy such policies. It was also a time when the press also began emphasizing the
purchase of such policies as prudent and responsible. The brunt of the focus on who should
immediately purchase such a policy was on the baby-boomer generation as well as their parents.
For the baby boomers, there was considerable discussion of the need to cover many years of
potential long term care as lives were getting longer without bankrupting family finances, as well
as the costs of private pay long-term care services in or out of an institution. Baby boomers,
such as myself, sought to protect ourselves from the potential of becoming wards of the State by
insuring ourselves at reasonable costs while still young. I understood that GE Capital was a
company that was well-capitalized and did not have a history of raising rates for Long Term care
policies. All of my friends discussed needing such a policy, and maintaining such a policy well
into retirement to avoid experiencing complete loss of assets due to the monumental costs of
long-term care.
Indeed, in the pamphlet from GE Financial that I received upon opening my policy, “Important
Information About Long Term Care Insurance Premiums from GE Insurers” (Attachment 1),
under the heading “Can premiums increase over the life of my policy?” is stated:
“ Our goal has been to price our long term care insurance policies so that premiums will
remain at original levels for the duration of the policies….
“The NAIC Long Term Care Insurance Model Regulation also includes a rigorous
process for rate increase filings. Actuaries must explain which pricing assumptions are
not being realized and why, and cite any other actions being taken by the insurer. It
requires significantly higher loss ratio assumptions for the increased premiums than for
the original premiums and reporting of actual to projected results for three years. Based
on these reports, a regulator could direct rate adjustments, special replacement offers or
other indicated remedies.
However, the history of recent years suggest that the sudden spate of annual, maximum increases
in premiums by the insurance companies, combined with the laxness of State of Maryland
investigations in agreeing to original policy premiums and getting to the bottom as to why these
increases are occurring, reflect the extent to which the State was not monitoring the insurance
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product and the appropriateness of the rate structures from day 1. To date, the consumer sees no
other evidence of regulatory remedy other than accepting the maximum rate increases allowed
by law potentially indefinitely. One can begin to see how much the insurance companies are, in
total, planning to increase premiums, and these are likely to be only the beginning of endless
15% increases because the plans were apparently grossly underpriced, under the eye of State
regulators. It appears likely that Genworth is following industry trends, but the consumer and
the State continue to be deceived as to the real reason for these significant and continuous
premium increases. It is highly likely that it may not be the actual, recent experience with long
term care costs and actual claims outlays that are driving these rate increases. There may be
other reasons for which they are trying desperately to increase capital inflows that may be even
more significant as to the need for requesting these increases of such significant back-to-back
increases. And, the State may continue to be deceived as to the manner of the succession of
increases which might continue not for a couple of years, not just for a few years, but potentially
for decades. The resulting rates may be well out of proportion to middle class pocketbooks,
especially of retirees.
This is a problem that is not merely a private sector matter. It is a matter of the greatest
importance to the public sector of the State of Maryland because what the insurance companies
are now doing may portend the eventual bankruptcy of the State of Maryland through long-term
care of last resort under Medicaid which it did not plan for and cannot afford en-masse if the
insurance companies have their way and force impoverished insurants to lapse their policies after
years of maximal rate increases. Indeed, the State could have planned that a significant number
of senior citizens would be holding long-term care policies, but the insurance companies are
pushing the envelope to negate any such expectation, for their own bottom lines. In fact, it
would appear that the goal of the insurance companies has been, and is, to ensure that large
numbers of policy holders cease their coverage under the terms originally purchased without
regards to the public impact of the impacts on Medicaid from their underhanded approaches of
forcing down-conversion lapses in policies.
But, my inquiries with the State of Maryland suggest that the State is doing little more than
rubberstamping these premium increases without examination the impact on consumers and the
impact on future State budgets. In fact, I found little evidence that the State has been
investigating why all of a sudden these increases are occurring or whether the justifications for
the increases the companies provide are truly valid. In fact, I understood that there were no
investigations commissioned and NONE were being planned by the Insurance Commission or
the Legislature. As a result, whether intended or unintended consequences of the applications for
premium hikes, the State effectively appears to be rubberstamping these increases under the
current Hogan Administration. Does this meet the State’s fiducial responsibility to its
consumers? Is this effective management for a State oversight program requiring appropriate
justification for premium increase approvals?
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I experienced no increases since I purchased my policy in 2003 until the last two cycles starting
in January 2015 and January 2016. In each of these two years, the rate increased by the maximal
allowed 15%. But, this is 15% compounded, so future increases, as I will explain later, will start
to mushroom the premiums compared to the original policy. So, my new increases since January
2015 have been 32.25% over the original premium. And, there appears to be no end in sight of
the significant premium increases, that is, until the companies force everyone to lapse their
policies due to cost and the insurance companies have a profit of nearly 100%. In fact, if the
same rate of increase were to occur for another year, the increases would total in the range of an
official ‘Substantial Premium Increase’. And, if this were to continue for 10, 20, or 30 years, it
will make the policies all but unaffordable except for the wealthiest residents who probably
might not need such a policy to withstand their financial footings even with years of long-term
care costs.
Last fall, I contacted the State Insurance Commissioner’s offices out of concern not so much
with the first increase received but with the back-to-back hits of the combined increases. I was
told that some companies have indicated or have already applied for 4 years of maximal 15%
increases, which, when compounded, are already raises of about 75%. For reasons that I discuss
here, there is no reason for assurance that these increases are stabilized and self-limited for the
time being. These raises could be requested continuously and the State may be likely to accept
them for criteria presented by the insurance companies that may not be what the insurance
companies believe are the real reasons they are seeking maximal increases. Hence, the State
may well have been deceived at repeated junctures, and, certainly consumers feel confused and
deceived by both parties.
At this point, consumers have NO good choice. And, for many, this comes AFTER they have
retired.
I was informed that the State accepted the applications for increases because the claims expense
experience claimed by the insurance companies showed that they were effectively losing money
in claims outlays compared to premiums. But, that is unlikely to be the real case for many
reasons. If the State is not closely investigating the nature of the insurance company figures and
accepting the applications on this basis as the justification for an increase, then the State may be
perpetrating a bait and switch type of fraud on the policy holders where the purported reason for
accepting the increase and the underlying modeling approaches from the insurance companies in
setting the premiums do not jive. And, that is aside from any issue whether the insurance
company figures are valid. The evidence from the Insurance Company’s own literature and
communications is so startling that only a State that aimed to rubberstamp rate requests and not
fully investigate could have even permitted these premiums when these policies were created, let
alone let more than one increase through to implementation.
In other words, a consumer would expect that the terms relating to actual claims experience does
not equate to prospective claims funding; instead consumers would think that actual claims
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experience refers to actual claims payments by the insurance companies on recent past claims for
long-term care. I suspect that the companies and the State are speaking two different languages,
but the State is so far unwilling to call the question and investigate closely what is going on that
suddenly merits such increases based on claims costs. It is highly likely that the State is now
fully aware of the flaws of the insurance company’s faulty actuarial assumptions but does not
want to admit it. I certainly did not hear any convincing justification reasoning when I called the
Insurance Commission.
In the conversation with the Insurance Commission, nothing was mentioned about the industry’s
false assumptions on the expectations on the rate of consumers lapsing policies, nor discussion of
profit and overhead in the evaluation of claims experience costs. It is possible for an insurance
company to keep upping its profit and overhead as a major driver of costs, up to the 40% limit
(as I will cite from GE Capital/Genworth’s own literature when examined in the light of a
consumer), rather than attribute elevated premiums just for the costs to long-term care service
claims outlays to the policy holder. Overhead increases would be plowed into the insurance
company’s coffers and its profit margins would continuously increase at the expense of
consumers and perhaps at the expense of the State Medicaid future expenditures as well. These
increases are hardly purely for current claims expenses for a baby boomer bulging class that is
hardly reaching into the 65-70 age group and generally is not seeking long-term care.
Supposedly, the industry’s regulatory restraints are supposed to provide solid financial reasons
for increases, but overhead increases may unduly creep in with these increases.
So, the State has been basically punting on acting against or even investigating the validity of the
premium increases, which, for some companies, are reaching the official levels of ‘Substantial
Premium Increases.” The State may be helping the insurance companies in a manner contrary to
the State’s interests in restraining Medicaid obligations. The greater the increase in premiums
approved, especially when the State is not closely investigating the validity of the claims for
increased claims costs as the basis of the merit for the premium increases, the greater the
likelihood that one arm of the State is leading another arm of the State toward busting Medicaid
budgets in the long term. Whether this is being done consciously or unconsciously, the effect is
the same to consumers and eventually to the State’s coffers. Perhaps no other type of hidden
long-term cost can have as much of a negative effect on State budget requirements as the
eventual conversion of lapsed baby boomer long-term care policy holders into Medicaid
dependency for long-term care. With the advent of health care reform, Medicare, and Medicare
Advantage plans, even medical care for seniors may not cost the State nearly that much down the
road for its seniors.
The State Insurance Commission further informed me that insurance companies are loath to
show their cost needs increasing by more than 15% in a given application for premium increases.
So, the State may not, and apparently does not, get any official clue that the increases are not just
one-time requests. The State does not ask for its overall cost needs and the insurance companies
are not providing the State with such information. In theory, the breaker limit of increases at
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15% in theory should be helpful to consumers, but that assumes that this was a fair game and the
need for higher premiums was near achieved with the first increase.
However, the State is essentially blindsided by what the intention of the insurance company is
long-term for premium filing. This yearly incremental approach leads to rubberstamping
tendencies when the individual year increase is not so exorbitant as to appear unconscionable.
And, the State does not investigate fully what is going on trend-wise with the claims outlays,
costs, and needs for the companies to maintain profits of any level, let alone with assumptions
that are so out of whack as to have been unbelievable when policy rates were approved. So, the
15% limit without the insurance company showing their complete hand does not protect
consumers from the incredible increases they seek; it only delays it and fails to explain what will
be happening each year for years or decades to come given the flaws in their original pricing
assumptions.
Among these reasons to give pause to the argument of claims experience and expense outlays
driving these premium increases are:
1) Medical cost of living inflation has been relatively low for several years and cannot
suddenly be the reason that back-to-back significant premium increases are sought based
on long-term-care outlays from recent claims. The claim that the premium increase was
needed was due to claims experience and costs. It would suggest that the companies gave
this as a pretext, but it is not the real reason they sought premium increases. See the Att.
2 chart.
2) Overall cost of living inflation has been relatively low for several years and cannot
suddenly be the reason that back-to-back significant premium increases are sought based
on long-term-care outlays from recent claims. In fact, the Federal Reserve is concerned
that inflation is too low and is below any forecasts they would have made a decade-plus
ago. The claim that the premium increase was needed was due to claims experience and
costs. General inflation cannot be the real reason for the increases.
3) Given the moderated cost of living increases in recent years, how is it that so many
companies are suddenly seeking to increase the maximum rate in such a concentrated
period, after years of not raising premiums? Are the companies recently colluding in
some manner that is a violation of Federal or State regulations? After all, companies like
Genworth did not have any increases until recently.
4) If there were actual claims experience of baby boomers that have skyrocketed for longterm care services delivered, one would expect to first see huge increases in health care
medical services costs which would precede debilitating ADLs, especially for younger
middle age baby boomers and baby boomers around 65. The figures for claims under
Health Care Reform are not showing huge increases in medical costs overall to support
any conclusion that baby boomers are in large numbers needing long-term care services
at this time.
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5) The brunt of those who purchased the policies after 2000 were likely to have been baby
boomers. I am 65 and that would be my class, based on age. People 65 years or old or
close to it are not making such large claims for long-term-care in the last few years that
claims outlays have so far exceeded premiums across all those insured such that premium
rises of 15% each year are justified. In fact, it is likely that my class would not be
making claims of any significant nature for some years/decades coming. And, if it were
true that claims in my class have mushroomed out of sight at my age, woe to Maryland
and its Medicaid program which could never handle this kind of financial catastrophe, let
alone find staff to care now for a large percent of baby boomers who are under 70,
perhaps even well under 70. There would not be enough institutions in existence nor
health aides to serve these kinds of trends. Such a hypothetical rate of mushrooming
need for long-term care would imply that nearly everyone would need it by age 75-80,
something that is not in evidence. More people want to live independently, not seek to be
institutionalized at an early age. But, over the last two decades there was a loud cry to
plan for the possibility of needing long-term care and paying for it through moderate
insurance payments up front starting years ahead.
6) The real reason for the premium increases is – and was always -- to drive policy holders
out of the insurance program.
Am I only imagining this to be the case? Absolutely not. The insurance company has
actually stated this intent and expectation of jettisoning all/nearly all policy holders after
receiving premiums. Indeed, I cite Genworth itself making such statements which are
tantamount to driving nearly all policy holders in the direction of lapsing or significantly
downsizing their policies.
The insurance company benefits because it would never have to pay any claims for policy
holders giving up their policies, or pay significantly lower claims -- after receiving years
of premiums – for those continuously converting to policies of lower coverage. The
companies do not care if they drive Maryland residents to future dependency on
Medicaid; they made their killing over the past two decades and cut their outlays.
Premium increases are not wholly claims outlays to consumers – it includes significant
internal overhead and profit components.
The consumer suffers if the insurance company’s actuarial model was woefully
unrealistic of those that took out policies because they intended to hold them well into old
age, lest they have to use long-term-care which a large percent are expected to need. And,
if so, the State bought off on the premium price structure model which perhaps could
have been foreseen as unrealistic and, perhaps, the only reason these companies did such
business in Maryland. And, consequently, the State will suffer as well by simply buying
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whatever the insurance companies offered without looking at the expectation that the
rates were woefully low when they were based on faulty premises that consumers would
be unlikely to keep such policies in force for very long into the future.
This would be a form of bait and switch, except in this case it is the State, as well as the
consumer, who loses from the profits of the insurance company which were not large
enough for them. It is too late for most middle-class baby-boomer consumers to buy new
policies at advanced ages 15 years later, at much higher rates, after expending tens of
thousands of their own hard-earned money for no gain. Was the actuarial model
purposefully hiding expectations for consumers holding onto their policies long-term well
into retirement and aging, hence pricing too low to attract consumers who would later
find these policies unaffordably too high? If so, who is responsible for this kind of
deceit? And, was this deceit by the companies totally accidental? And, was the silence
by the State Insurance Commission totally benign for its lack of understanding of what
the companies rated in its costs analyses or the State’s own independent due diligence
analyses and investigation?
The State Insurance Commission gave me no inkling that a reason for the premium
increases had to do with the failure of policy holders to lapse their policies or
significantly downgrade their benefits. As the literature suggests, policy lapse
miscalculations from the start may be the greatest source of future insurance company
deficits on long-term care plans, not just a minor issue. If the State was not aware of the
underlying lapse estimate figures for the class at the time that policies were taken out, nor
the actual rate of lapses over the years until recently or even now, nor the insurance
company’s target for lapses now and long term, the State can hardly term what the
insurance companies are doing for increases as reflecting actual current claims payments
as the index of needing rate increases.
In the pamphlet from GE Financial that I received upon opening my policy, “Important
Information About Long Term Care Insurance Premiums from GE Insurers”, under the
heading “How do insurers determine the premium rates they charge”, is stated:
“Factors taken into account in determining price included: benefits expected to be
paid, percentage of policies expected to lapse, marketing and sales costs, costs of
administering policies, investment returns on the insurer’s general account assets,
mortality, morbidity, plan, option and demographic mis assumptions, as well as
other factors.
“The National Association of Insurance Commissioners Long Term Care
Insurance Model Regulation includes a rigorous process for rate filings….
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“Currently, in all but a few states, insurers must demonstrate at least 60% of
premiums paid will be returned to policyholders in benefit payments over the
lifetime of their policies.”
According to an article in the Pittsburg Post-Gazette, Insurers’ push for rate hikes in
long-term care coverage prompts state hearing, March 7, 2016, Gary Rotstein staff writer,
Tom McInerney, the Genworth chief executive officer, stated that
“I think that consumers are justifiably complaining” when learning of new hikes.
He went on to admit faulty assumptions by the insurance industry on long-term care
insurance, including his astounding note that
“Fewer than 1 percent of customers annually drop their policies and give up
their right to future benefits, when actuaries had assumed a lapse rate of at
least 5 percent based on the history of their other products, such as life
insurance.”
This admission over an assumption so implausible as to defy logic for what was touted 15
years ago, as a product to protect oneself to the end of one’s independent living life and
provide honorable and safe care beyond that, is so implausible that any rational company
would know they needed future bait and switch practices to drive consumers out or
wildly accelerate premium level increases. One the other hand, policies were sold to
consumers with their expectation they would of course keep it active as a vital component
of financial planning prior to retirement. The policies were greatly marketed and aimed
at babyboomers who would not be retiring for 10-25 years longer, who would be living
most probably 30-40 years longer, and who would not be in frail circumstances for much
of that future period. Given that, what is even more unbelievable is the realization that
what Mr. McInerney is implying is that if 5% were to lapse every year, either of the
following eye-opening statements could be made as to who would be left in the pool to
insure. And, when Mr. McInerney cites lapse expectations of at least 5% annually, the
effects are possibly even more skewed in favor of the insurance companies.
Analysis approach 1: If 5 % of the original class of policy holders were to lapse
their policy every year, at the end of 20 years not a single policy holder would
remain. And, if the class were baby boomers who purchased around age 50 in
2000, then it is likely that hardly anyone would benefit from the policy other than
the relatively few who did not lapse in these 20 years and needed Long-term care.
In other words, all baby boomers, except the few actually getting long-term care
under the policy already, would lapse their policies by age 70, with the youngest
baby boomers who took out a policy in 2000 eventually completely lapsing their
policies even by age 55.
Analysis approach 2: If 5% of the remaining policy holders sequentially lapse the
insurance each year, then
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* after 10 years only 60% of the original class would remain holding the
insurance,
* after 20 years only 36% of the original class would remain holding the
insurance,
* after 30 years only 21% of the original class would remain holding the
insurance, and
* after 40 years only 13% of the original class would remain holding the
insurance.
Given that most of the class were baby boomers, the likelihood of more than 20%
even remaining eligible for LTC care by the time they were fragile is very
unlikely under this model alternative though more optimistic than under Analysis
approach 1, above.
In either case, what appears is that the insurance company’s model for coverage of LTC
was based less on insuring policy holders than on seeking/expecting to NOT insure the
vast majority of once-policy-holders to such an extent that it appears to have been
planned as a scheme to make a lot of money for the insurance company without paying
out hardly anything in claims compared to premiums. And, when they discovered that
their model did not fit with the realities of the circumstances under which customers
purchased policies to hold until they were in frail situations, it was too late to adjust their
business model. And, the State did not see through this scheme either, to its own
detriment in the long term.
On the other hand, their assumption is so unrealistic, in comparing consumer behavior
with life insurance as similar to long-term care insurance, as to make one wonder whether
they purposely mis-estimated lapse rates so as to convince the State regulators that their
product was worthy of being sold to the public in the State, at a nominal premium. That
would truly be a sorrowful state of affairs for consumers who bought policies hearing that
the track records of these companies were very reliable.
Under the analytical approaches above, the only way that claims payouts could ever equal
60% of premiums paid (and premiums paid in cheaper dollars decades earlier) is if the
very few who held onto their policies and received long-term care were individually so
expensive compared with actuarial expectations that they outweighed the extent of the
lapsed policies. But, this would appear to be mathematically impossible except in the
cases of those under unlimited long-term care receipt at high daily rates for decades, not
just under long-term care for a few years.
And, this assumption of near universal policy lapse is probably more significant in
regards to prospective claims payouts from the insurance company than any other aspect,
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including rates of returns on investments, morbidity & aging trends in the population, and
cost of living pattern increases.
The insurance companies could have seen this model failing to meet reality many years
ago. They did not have to wait until 10-15 years go by and realize no one was dropping
their policies. This makes one wonder if there was also a form of collusion among
companies to wait until a much later date by which time consumers would have no
competitive price to turn to with another company when they were now 10-15 years older
and looking for new policies.
And, it would have likely have been accompanied by a blind eye by State regulators who
rubberstamped industry rates and policy assumptions.
7) While the State informs that the premium request was based on claims outlay experience,
even if one looked at the underlying financial integrity of the companies, the last number
of years since the recession have seen equities jumping to their highest levels and not a
need for emergency capitalization of the companies underlying capital worthiness. Under
their own assumptions, there was hardly any expectation of consumers benefiting from
these policies, so there does not appear reason to leave these funds in short-term
instruments with low interest rates.
8) What is not obvious to consumers is the large profit percentages that have been accepted
for long-term care insurance companies as a matter of business – as large as 40%. So, for
every dollar of premium increase, they stand to profit up to $.40 without any additional
effort needed other than to gain the premium increase requested. So, they continue to
allow for increased infrastructure within the company for each remaining policy holder.
There is no evidence provided to me so far that increased premiums were subject to
examination of significantly increased loss ratios than the original premiums to justify
continuing high overhead rates of return.
Under Health Care Reform, medical insurance profits are limited to half or less of that
level.
According to HealthViewInsights, they graphed HEALTH CARE INFLATION 1 "Average
Annual Percent Change in National Health Expenditures, 1960-2012” (See Attachment 2 from
The Henry J. Kaiser Foundation: March 6, 2014. http://kff.org/health-costs/slide/average-annualpercent-change-in-national-health-expenditures-1960-2012/ 2 http://www.cms.gov/ResearchStatistics-Data-and-Systems/Statistics-Trends-andReports/NationalHealthExpendData/Downloads/tables.pdf) While health care inflation was
approximately 3.6% in 2014, it was still more than four times the Consumer Price Index increase
of 0.8%, continuing a long-term trend in which health care inflation is a multiple of CPI. …
However, since the Recession, health care inflation has fallen significantly below the long-term
trend, which can largely be attributed to low interest rates and modest inflation.
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One can see from the graph that National Health Expenditures peaked in 2002, the year before I
took out my policy, and descended rapidly to a plateau of around 3.7%. This is certainly very
low and cannot account for why sudden back-to-back increases in premiums are needed now,
with untold maximum premium increases to come without advance announcement even a year
ahead. How often in recent decades has medical care inflation been so low?
Should premiums continue to increase by the maximal 15% annual increase, after 10 years of
such increases the premium would QUADRUPLE. After 20 years, the premium would increase
by a factor of 16x higher. So, my original premium of $2583 would rise to over $10,400 after 10
years of such increases and to over $42,200 after 20 years of such increases. Not only would
such levels knock out policy holders from maintaining their original plan, but would likely knock
them out from maintaining ANY long-term insurance plan, hence forfeiting all premiums and
family savings only to be left with Medicaid as the last resort for any long-term care needs as
they age. But, given their ridiculous assumptions on lapse rate, no one – neither the State nor the
consumer -- could dismiss that the insurance industry, individually and collectively, is out to do
this to drive everyone out. Who would ensure – and how would they do so -- that consumer
payouts totaled at least 60% of premiums, especially when nearly everyone would be driven out
before such time as long term care were needed?
With the arrival of the higher premiums after these increases, and the likelihood that significant
numbers of the policy holders are retired and on Social Security, the increased premiums are
likely to be increasingly high percents of their income coming at a time when the middle class
can less afford them. Thus, the very population that these plans were designed to help assure old
age with dignity will be left more likely to be at the mercy of Medicaid institutionalization when
they become frail.

I suspect that the insurance companies want to indeed quadruple – or worse – the premiums
given their faulty model of 5% lapses each year until essentially no one is left insured. If that
were to happen without 15% caps, almost everyone would lapse their policies and the insurance
company wins. Even with the 15% caps, it would not take long before most would drop their
policies. Again, a win for the insurance companies now and a huge loss for the State future
Medicaid budgets.
On the other hand, the ‘Haves’ won’t care so much because they can either self-fund long-term
care or pay sizably-increased premiums.
There is another economic impact that must be mentioned when rates rise as much as they
currently are doing. The Federal (and State) maximum tax deductions for Long-term care
premiums were predicated on rates before these significant premium increases. Undoubtedly,
Congress heard from insurance companies when they set the maximum deductions. Well, if
these premium rates keep rising as they are currently, the lobbying by and consulting with
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insurance companies to set appropriate deduction levels will go by the boards. There will be a
distinct mismatch between what is allowable and what is actually encountered by policy holders.
It would be a good question for fair treatment of their customers as to whether the insurance
companies now seek to consult with Congress to inform Congress that the premium deductible
limits are now too low. But any such consultation would only focus attention as to why they are
rising and whether there are valid justifications for the full extent of these premium increases as
being related to long-term care claims or whether they were bad business models of the
companies that deceived and continue to deceive consumers.
The State should have been well aware of the industry premium increase approaches in recent
years and should have geared up to fully investigate what claims experience meant in terms of
rising costs and whether the State needed to step in for protection of consumers from predatory
approaches to force policy holders to lapse their policies or hold overall, total increases to
verifiable need-driven current year and actuarial formulae. My contacts with the State did not
provide me any assurance that this was done, especially because they only mentioned the criteria
of current claims outlays.
A January 2011 Kiplinger article, entitled Long-Term-Care Rate Hikes Loom, included general
trends discussion as well as focus on Genworth.
“Genworth says that it needs to boost rates because more people are keeping their
policies in force than the company originally expected. “We priced these policies
expecting to have a large number of them lapse,” says Beth Ludden, senior vice-president
of product development for Genworth.”..
“In the past, the large long-term-care insurers didn’t have much trouble getting their rate
hikes approved because regulators were convinced that the increases were necessary to
ensure that insurers had enough money to pay claims.
“But it might be tough to get approval for the rate hikes this time. “I think a lot of
regulators are suspicious of this,” says Bonnie Burns, a policy specialist with California
Health Advocates. “They want the companies to prove that things are as bad as they say
they are and to explain why they didn’t know this sooner.”
“What are my options? … You should hold on to your existing policy if you can afford
it. “When an insurer realizes it needs a rate increase, the company would love nothing
better than for existing policyholders to reduce or drop their coverage,” says Marilee
Driscoll, a long-term-care planning expert from Plymouth, Mass. That gets the insurer
off the hook for potentially expensive claims.”
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In conclusion, there is a serious question as to whether the State Insurance Commission and the
State Legislature are fully protecting consumers from predatory pricing through significant
premium increases annually. The State needs to fully investigate the insurance company files,
going back to the original plan actuarial models and continuing with current claims costs to see
whether these significant premium increases are fully justified. This cannot be taken out of
context with a current-year filing of claims costs as current claims experience for baby boomer
class members of my age group are unlikely to be generating high and accelerating long-term
care needs.
The State should simply disapprove of all further premium rate increases until such time that it
can figure out if they are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Warranted even under the insurance companies actuarial models and assumptions,
Based on assumptions that are fair and protect consumers,
Are consistent with the State model for Long-term care budget planning under Medicaid,
Legally appropriate under the Insurance industry’s own regulations and guidelines from
the date these plans were established until now.

Consumers should believe that the State regulators are performing their job in protecting
consumers. Currently, consumers can only see that increases have been limited to 15% annually,
but that is insufficient to explain the situation, apply a remedy, or deny in whole or in part for
reasons that premiums were not properly formulated over the period since the rates were first
established until the present increases. Under the circumstances that I have outlined, consumers
deserve more from State regulators, including assurance that regulatory monitoring is being
appropriately conducted and consideration of real short and long-term remedies for the consumer
who may have been deceived throughout the policy period.
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